I. INTRODUCTION 1. In this paper is considered: the maxi•ization of the net return I wj(yj,tj) and the average net return I wj(yj,t)/t of a deterministic .ulticommodity system subject to linear restrictions on the inventory levels yj and the review periods tj • 2. It will be useful to give first, a short description of the deterainistic multicommodity system whose the net return is w(y,t) • The characteristics of such a system are the followi· ng [7] .
(i)
Demand is deterministic at a constant rate of a quantity units per time unit, R > 0 •
(ii)
The replenishment rate is infinite.
(iii) h, c, r, k, P and P are nonne&ative conatana, ~~ereaa y and t are variables.
The value of the net return w(y,t) ia given by Prom (2) , (3) and (A) it can be observed that n(y,t) has the following properties:
(«) *'(y»t) Is a continuous function of y (unrestricted) and t > 0 (b) -^' ' exists and is I. continuous function except at the points (0,t) and (Rt.t) .
(c) -)~r* ' exists and Is a continuous function except at the points (Rt.t) .
(d) *(y.t) is a concave function for all y and t such that 0 < y < Rt .
Define the negative net return N(y,t) It is clear that the function N(ylt) attains its minimum at a point y * P * P such that y -Rt if t < r or 0 < y < Rt if t > r .
Lost Sale Case
In the model discussed before it was assumed that all demands incurred when the system was out of stock were backordered. If demands occurring when the system is out of stock are lost forever, th.» value of the net return ir(y,t) will depend on the length of time for which the system is out of stock.
In this case, since backorders are not allowed, the penalty due to shortage is null, whereas Lhe penalty due to the good will lost is equal to r-c, i.e., p « 0 and p -r-c [9] ; with these changes in the equation ( [K + h(y -I t)t) if y > Rt 
Restrictions on the Storge Period of the Commodities
Some commodities (e.g. perishable goods) cannot be stored any longer than a certain period of time T . Therefore in such a case must be, for those commodities t. < T, where T is a positive constant.
J -
If all replenishments are made up at the same time, then the restrictions «re of the form t -t for all i,j"l n .
3. Restrictions Involving y and t (J-1, ..., n) . 
y. unrestricted, t > 0 (j«!, .. . , n) . Let (yV u ) be a solution of (10 The vector (y'.t ) satisfies the restriction (11), because for all Furthermore, si since yj > yj if je^, yj -yj if jeN 2 and yj < y° JcN-, a direct application of (7) gives:
It will be shown that the program A is equivalent to the following
Program A' -■ ■' ' ' -^(11)if NjCyj.tJ) < NjCyj 0 ,^0) if jc^ NjCyj.t") -NjCy^tJ) if j e N 2
Vyj^XN^.t") if j eN3
That is, for each solution (y ,t )e S there is a solution (y',t 0 )e S' such that NCy'.t 0 ) < N(y 0 ,t 0 ) . This implies:
minimum N(y,t) < minimum N(y,t) (y,t)e S' (y,t)e s
On the other hand S C S, Implies:
From (12) and (13), the Theorem follows,
In view of Theorem I., it will be sufficient to consider the functl N(y.t) only on the region 0 < yj < R^ . J.J n _
Q.E.D. 
From (22) and (23) 1 . Hence
Q.E.D.
The economi cal meani ng of t his r esult is: if the optimal total net revenue for the one period analysis is positi ve and its optimal review period + t , when the opti mal average total net revenue per unit time is nonnegative, then t+ is an upper bound for the optimal review period of the Steady State
Case.
In view of Theorem 2., it will be sufficient to consider the function • N'(y,t) + N"(t) • minimum (minimum N(i,t)) 
Let t. > 0 and t-> 0, with *, t tj '
Then there exist8
Y t T(t.) 2
and y e T(t ? ) such that (l-a)t 2 ) -N(y,at 1 + (l-a) N(y,t) , is convex / y c T(t) ^
That is, M(t) Is a convex function.
The function H(t) (0, -H») .
minimum y e T(t) N(y.t) is quasi-convex and defined on Proof; 
If H(t)-H-», one can find a number C > 0 such that ri(t) > H(t ) for t-*0+ + t < t • But H(t) is continuous on the compact set (C. t ] . Hence H(t)
has an absolute minimum on [C» t ] .
Q.E.D,
In order to find the optimal solution of program B' an algorithm is given.
The algorithm is based mainly on the following: Subject to y t T(t)
always has an optimal solution.
(ii) H(t) is a continuous (strictly) quasi-convex function of t •
Algorithm
Step 0
(a) Find the upper bound t+ (b) Step 1 Let
Step 2 (a) Find t' and t" such that
Step 3 Calculate H(t I i) and H(t" ) i At the (r+l)th iteration
Step 1 (34) Suppose that tr+l • t (i.e. H(t ) < H(t' ) , li (t" )) r r r r
Step 2 Step 2 (a) t' -0, t" -t
+
Step 3
Calculate HCL^) and H(t" ) .
Step A s 2 -s 1 u{t' 1 . t^} »O ^ ^ 3t + J return to Step 1, Iteration 112
27
Step 1 H(t ) -min H(t) -H^-j, t 0 -f^ 
f).^
Calculate HU'j) and H(t" )
Step 
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